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I usually write to you, the constituents of the

Ohariu electorate whom I have the honour to

represent as your local MP, to update you on

all manner of issues and local developments.

This newsletter is different.

It is one that gives me no pleasure to bring to
you, but I know that it is a very impodant one.

This is a newsletter on the drug P.

Unfortunately there will be more than a few

among us who have had to deal with the
impact of this vile drug in their own lives, or in
the lives of loved ones - brothers, sisters; sons

or daughters.

It is a drug that knows no socio or economic
boundaries.

We see the impact of it every day in the
seemingly increasingly horrific crime stories,
where acts of absoluie madness and extreme
violence are fuelled by P.

Early last month, as Associate Health Minister
with responsibility for drug issues, Ijoined
Prime Minister John Key in launching the
Government's strategy for tackling the issue

of P.

I want to take this opportunity to share a lot
of that information with you. Everything from
what the issues are to how we are going to
go about tackling them. However, most of all,

I want to share knowledge and awareness of
this issue with you.

I have no wish to sensationalise any of this. lt
is a horrific reality. However, I do wish to bring
this matter to your attention here in Ohariu,

because this drug is a serious threat and
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does not know boundaries. lt is not a problem

we can distance ourselves from by wishful
thinking. lt is a problem in our own community,

and I have dealt with families affected by P

and its consequences. So we all need to know

about this issue.

l'm also looking to talk to our local colleges

about having the chance to speak to their

senior studenis on this issue.

So this edition of Peter Dunne Reports is not just

brought io you by Peter Dunne, MP for Ohariu,

or by Peter Dunne, Associate Healih Minister. lt

ls also brought to you by Peter Dunne, parent

and member of our communitY.
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Community values .... a valued community:
Peter Dunne in the Ohariu electorate
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